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ABS Wind signs agreement with SKM and extends its 
offer for the wind energy sector to Chile and Peru

wind.atlantic-bearing.com

ABS Wind has inked a very beneficial arrangement with SKM industrial; with which we will expand our 
network of workshops and enlarge our range of products and services for the wind energy sector to the 
markets of Chile and Peru.

Founded in 2009 and dedicated mainly to manufacturing, repairing, and selling components for the 
mining and metallurgical industry, SKM Industrial today has the prestige and recognition of the Chilean 
industrial sector. Thanks to this agreement, ABS Wind will start operating in Chile and Peru in the 
recently renovated facilities of SKM Industrial in the city of Antofagasta, which has more than 1,600 m² 
of workshop space and apply the highest standards in terms of quality and safety.

ABS Wind will provide the wind sector in these territories with a local and proven answer for the repair 
of gearboxes, main shafts, yaw and pitch drives, and hydraulic systems, in addition to the supply of 
specialized components. And all this is based on a unique method of procedures, certifications, and 
protocols shared in all our workshops, which allows us to offer a recognizable experience with the 
same guarantees, regardless of the territory in which our customers operate.

By 2022, ABS Wind will continue to focus on its international implementation, confirming its global and 
integrative strategic vision with local presence in all the countries where it operates, and consolidating 
especially its presence in LATAM, where it was already present in Brazil, Costa Rica, and Mexico.

We welcome Chile and Peru, which are now part of the ABS Wind family, and will be able to benefit 
from and contribute to the exchange of experiences and knowledge with the rest of our territories, to 
permanently improve and optimize our global offer.

Enrique Araya, SKM general manager, Nelson del Portal, 
ABS branch manager, Luis Ossandon, SKM commercial 
manager, and Alejandro Pardiñas, ABS and ABS Wind CEO.

SKM’s industrial repair shop in the city of Antofagasta, Chile.




